secondary to the Muslim woman's self-identification with Islam as a worldview. Thus, the
only solution is to re-examine and re-interpret the Islamic texts, primarily the Qur'an.
Why and How?
The need to re-interpret the Qur'an becomes obvious when we realize that centuries-old reform attempts brought only temporary and partial solutions. By either emphasizing or neglecting the religious, both so-called "Islamists" and "secularists" created more problems rather than solving the existing ones. I will narrate some of these solutions, analyze them in the context of the different meanings of democracy, and compare them with empirical results from the two grassroots Muslim women groups in Syria and North America who are re-interpreting the Qur'an. I conclude with implications for selfidentity and self-determination.
Drawing an analogy between active participation within the Qur`anic concepts of Tawhid, trusteeship, and justice vis-à-vis the majority-minority and electoral democracy as practiced in the West, I address the tensions between Western generated conceptions of democracy vis-à-vis self-identified Muslim women's agency. These tensions are manifested on four levels: (1) value claims -the ontological, (2) knowledge claims-the epistemological, (3) cultural or historical claims, and (4) praxis or socialization claims, which I collectively call "worldview claims." My focus will, therefore, be on the relation between the power of knowledge and social and political constructs.
A Muslim who consciously chooses the Islamic worldview as a reference, cannot fully identify with Islamic goals unless she frees the ideal from the hidden discourses and worldviews of those who believe in the social construction of gender and the Islamicity of equal but separate. Moving, instead, into the view of human moral and cognitive autonomy will shed new light on understanding the Muslim woman and her selfliberation by means of the interactive rationality of Islam.
To achieve transformation in democratic theory and practice, we must go beyond reform, or retrofitting-fixing a faulty structure with new parts not available at the time of construction. Going beyond retrofitting means not simply incorporating 'new' ideas into existing theories and democratic practice, but fundamentally changing the very practices and theories themselves. In discussing the pedagogy of Islamic democracy, I argue against a retrofitted democratization that sets up parallel historical tracks of different groups, leaving intact a fundamentally pseudo, weak Euro-American-centered democratization structure. Instead, I advocate re-examining existing heritage and rewriting the new interpretation to integrate the constituent groups' histories and conversations. In other words, theory and practice of Islamic democracy are not only means for achieving social and political justice. They are the goal of transformation for theory, practice, and the new world policy-making process.
II. Temporary, Partial Solutions vs. Self-identification
To elaborate, Montgomery Watt wrote: For the Occidental, there are grave difficulties in attaining a balanced understanding of the historical role of Muhammad. The most serious 4 of these is that the dominant conception of religion as a private and individual matter leads Occidentals to expect that a religious leader will be a certain kind of man; and it is disconcerting to find that Muhammad does not conform to this expectation. For Muhammad, religion was the total response of his personality to the total situation in which he found himself. ("Muhammad." Another example, as a result of the harassment that some Muslim women encountered after September 2001, The American Muslim Women League asked a male Imam if it is acceptable for women to remove their head-cover under such extreme conditions (MWL newsletter, 2001) , which degrading because it suggests that a woman needs permission from males to wear or remove a piece of cloth. It is also perplexing because the Muslim Women League itself was in the late 1990's leading a US delegation to investigate and defend human rights of Bosnian women.
Whether they are interpreting the Qur'an or the ideals of Western democracy, the underlying assumption of the above solutions remains that women have proxy morality, and still being treated as a minority group and as secondary to men in the religious, intellectual, social and political structures. Some of the above instances also show how the American experiment in democracy has not been able to protect its own citizens from discrimination and, to the contrary, has retracted back in times of crisis to oppressing minority groups, exactly as Alexis de Tocqueville feared would happen (Democracy in America. Indianapolis, Ind.: Hackett Pub, 2000) . Lately, the ruling majority bureaucrats have even shown the desire to "liberate Islam" itself.
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Although I like this idea of liberating Islam from its current interpreters, be they Orientals or Occidentals, one question still begs the answer: "Who has the authority to re-interpret Islam?" Islam, as Deen (worldview), is basically textual, not based on an event (as for example, with Christ's resurrection in Christianity), or on a law (as with the law of the Torah in Judaism). The content of the text, i.e., the Qur'an is what defines all Islamic beliefs, from the divine authorship to the relation of God with humanity. The Qur'an itself reminds us that it is not because of the Prophet Muhammad that Muslims accept the Qur`an, but it is because of the Qur'an that they accept the authority of the Prophet. What happened is that Muslims have, to a large extent, reversed the order when, as present in other major religions of the time, idealized the Prophet, his male companions, and his reported extrapolation on the Qur`an, his Sunnah. Most contemporary Muslims even forget that the Prophet's extrapolation (resulting in external text to the Qur'an, i.e., the Hadith) does not supersede the Qur`anic text. Therefore, it is not merely the participation of women in the reading and the interpretation of the text that is of issue here, but it is their selfidentification with Islam as the Deen of Tawhid that is of utmost concern. Tawhid means that the authority lies only with God, whose guidance is in the text of the Qur`an, and hence, each individual Muslim has the right and the responsibility of interpreting the Qur'an.
III. Meanings of Democracy
The first verse of Chapter four in the Qur'an sets the framework for the Islamic gender revolution in the intellectual, social and political structures; wherein the woman is viewed as the core of human well-being, where human conscientious agency determines liberty, and where human rights are achieved by one's rational, constructive efforts, or Taqwa. order is exactly the opposite. Free will is a pre-requisite to accepting, understanding, and employing the moral guidance of the message of the Qur'an, and this acceptance becomes legal and binding only after the individual makes the conscious choice to accept or reject the message, not because it represents the law. Second, Western discourses, particularly feminism that relies on the politics of difference as in the case in the nationstate civic democracy, often dismiss Muslim women's self-identity as "religious". Third, as we saw above, despite minor changes, the attitudes of the majority traditional male Ulamas and policy-makers have not changed. They still consider preserving customary traditions tantamount to preserving the Qur'an or the constitution. This is why some Muslim women, including some of my collaborators, resist the feminist-and the nationstate-informed democracy, as well as Muslim male elite conception and practice of the 8 consultative process (shura)-wherein participation is limited to the selected few, and women's participation is an "add-on" or only to address "women" issues.
Contrary to the

IV. Empirical Research Results
The way out, therefore, is by allowing space for Muslim women to assert their moral autonomy and to participate in the re-interpretation of both the Qur'anic guidelines and The pedagogical assumption--that once a woman changes what is in herself she will be able to work with others to question and change social and political structures (Qur'an, 13:11)--gave different results for the two groups. While it was confirmed among the Syrian group, it was not confirmed with the American. I believe that the latter group overlooked the power of the largely unquestioned Western approach of separating theory and practice which results not only in the marginalization of the worldview of Muslim women, but also viewed them as the "oppressed dependent other" who needed to be given the road map to salvation by the White Western male.
While the Syrian group realized early on that a Muslim may not fulfill the Islamic pedagogy of a trustee without being able to autonomously choose, understand, and act on her choice of Islam as a worldview, the American group were slow at realizing such autonomy. The request from a male Imam to have a decree for women's removal of headcover is only one example. Despite living under a one-party government, the Syrian group has reached a level of self-learning and self-governing that could represent a form of participatory democratization because it affirms Muslim woman's agency. It is the ability to authenticate one's own knowledge, and not someone's imposed knowledge and views, that drives the individual to act towards a progressive egalitarian attitude!
V. Conclusions
Non-Muslims, particularly feminists and policy-makers, need to become more aware of Muslim women's worldview and not only look at them through the veil issues, the politics of difference, or corporate globalization. Muslim women scholar-activists also need to unveil their conscious process in order to make their worldview claims accessible.
The first pre-requisite to Muslim woman's identification with Islam--as a moral choice--is her participation in reading and interpreting the text of the Qur`an (Barazangi, 2000) .
The second pre-requisite is that Muslim women's self-identity must be acknowledged by both Muslims and non-Muslims before one can expect those women to be agents of change instead of receivers of change. Thirdly, Muslim women need to formulate their own choice before one can claim that a free identification with Islam is actualized 10 (Barazangi, 1997: 44) . Fourthly, Muslim women must actualize the pedagogical dynamics of the Qur'an. That is, their involvement (or lack thereof) in formulating policies within Muslim communities and societies, as well as between them and other societies, will be the measuring stick in validating both the dynamics of the Qur`an and the success of its gender revolution. Despite their faith in Islam, and historical achievement, Muslims of different ages and regions have not been able to modify their prior conception of woman's proxy morality, nor of her so-called complementary role to that of the man.
That is the very reason why contemporary Muslims and those who study Muslims, despite the many so-called reform movements, are still confused as to what went wrong in Islamic history. Until these changes are made from within, the West's view of, and behavior toward the Muslim people will not change.
